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Abstract

Customer satisfaction and supplier loyalty in markets where products are mainly undifferentiated are heavily affected by
assurance of supply. Marketers manage production capacity in such markets to assure supply, but the resulting capacity
competition leads to cycles of over-capacity followed by capacity deletions, which lead to under-capacity. We investigate
some of the possible causes of this form of industry behavior in two ways. First, we report on an exploratory empirical
investigation, motivated by in-depth interviews with industry executives, and develop a set of structural principles. We
formalize those principles in a set of statistical models. Next, we review some related theory and identify a number of
possible reasons that may combine to cause this phenomenon. We develop some simple, game theoretic models that focus on
the issues of strategic interaction with demand uncertainty and different values of capacity change. We use the theory results
to illustrate how over- and under-capacity situations arise. We compare our theoretical and empirical results and find an
encouraging degree of convergence. We discuss the implications of these findings for individual firm strategies. q 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Marketing is the study of exchange relationships
and marketers traditionally attempt to create products
and services that provide more value than their com-
petitors to the customers that they choose to serve.
Marketers typically perform this task by differentiat-
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ing their product-features or prices from those of
competitive products. However, in markets for many
chemical products, agricultural products, oil, paper
and the like—i.e., raw or graded materials—physi-
cal product differentiation is marginal, prices are
typically set by the supply–demand balance in the
marketplace and marketers seek other ways to com-
pete.

In such markets, assurance of supply is critical to
Ž .buyers. Lehmann and O’Shaughnessy 1974 cite
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Ž .reliability of delivery along with price as most
important when buyers are dealing with routine order
goods. In a later study Lehmann and O’Shaughnessy
Ž .1982 identify five key dimensions that drive sup-
plier selection more generally: performance, eco-
nomic, integrative, adaptive and legalistic. The third
and fourth of these dimensions—commitment to
meeting or exceeding buyer expectations and ability
to produce and deliver to expectations—mean assur-
ance of supply in the markets with which we are

Ž .concerned. Wilson 1994 shows that assurance of
delivery and service have increased in importance as
vendor selection criteria to buyers in the years since

Ž .these earlier studies. Indeed, Dion et al. 1991 re-
port a 40% chance of change of suppliers following

Ž .a missed delivery! And Cooper et al. 1991 point
out that on-time and consistent delivery is nearly

Žalways one of the top three drivers along with
.quality and price when selecting and retaining ven-

dors.
Ž .Jackson 1995 underscores one of the implica-

tions of the current focus on viewing customer reten-
tion and capture from a long-term perspective:
‘‘ . . . the seller can justify heavy up-front investment

w xin trying to win new commitment from such large
Ž .customers’’ p. 123 . And one of the key determi-

Ž .nants of buyer–seller trust Ganesan, 1994 is evi-
dence of such transaction-specific investment. From
the buyer’s perspective, assurance of supply is suffi-
ciently critical in many industries that, in the face of
clear trends and pressures to reduce the supplier base
and increase quality through focusing on this smaller
supplier base, many buyers still maintain multiple

Ž .supply sources Doney and Cannon, 1997 . Hence,
in markets where product and price differentiation is
negligible, assurance of supply becomes the
paramount supplier-differentiator, and the way such
marketers compete. And the key variable under the

Ž .control of the marketer is the level and location of
production capacity.

Up-front investment has strategic risks, of course.
Underbuilding capacity is an invitation for competi-
tors to enter the market as Brandenburger and Nale-

Ž . Ž .buff 1996 p. 121 note: ‘‘Overbuild a little and
every customer is as powerful as you are. Underbuild
a little, and each customer has little value added.’’

The purpose of this paper is to explore the market
and economic consequences of the seemingly ratio-

nal and natural desire of producers in such industries
to capture and retain customers: capacity competition
and capacity cycles. We provide a marketer’s per-
spective on this problem, viewing the capacity deci-
sion as a means of capturing and retaining cus-
tomers. But other factors, particularly financial and
risk considerations, are likely to drive those deci-

Ž .sions particularly the capacity deletion decisions as
well. Hence, we view the capacity problem as a
business decision with a strong marketing flavor and
address the following questions:

Question Q1. Are capacity cycles a problem and, if
so, what do managers believe cause them?

Question Q2. Can we build credible, empirical mod-
els that describe and predict these cycles?

Question Q3. Can we develop some formal theoreti-
cal explanations for these phenomena?

Question Q4. Can we provide guidance for man-
agers operating in industries characterized by such
cycles?

We will require different approaches to deal with
these different, but closely related questions. In Sec-
tion 2, we report on the results of industry interviews
that address the first question. Those interviews help
us specify empirical models that we have tested with
data in two industries, one of which we report here
and addressing Q2 in the section that follows. These
models predict capacity addition and deletion deci-
sions in the cases that we observe surprisingly well.
However, they fall short of providing a formal expla-
nation for the phenomena, as we are unable to
observe the strategic drivers of the actions in this
market. Hence, we build formal theoretical models in
Section 2 to address Q3. We find that even simple
models exhibit phenomena such as the winner’s and
loser’s curse, strategic preemption and coordination
problems, all of which lead to capacity cycles. And a
careful examination of our empirical findings pro-
vides evidence that all of these phenomena are pre-
sent in practice. We conclude with suggestions for

Ž .managers operating in such industries Q4 .
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2. Market competition leads to capacity cycles: A
qualitative analysis

The dynamics in many high capital investment
markets produce cycles of various sorts:

In the familiar boom–bust pattern of the not-too-dis-
tant past, managers added production capacity, al-
lowed overhead to swell, and stockpiled inventories
in anticipation of rising demand during expansions.
When the economy tanked, they shut factories, laid
off workers, iced new-product development, and

Žpurged excess inventories at distress prices. For-
.tune, August 7, 1995, pp. 59–60

Firms, driven by the desire to capture new cus-
tomers and to satisfy and retain existing customers
Ž .by promising assurance of supply , invest in produc-

Ž .tion capacity often excessively . When market de-
Žmand fails to match production capacity meaning

.low capacity utilization , costs rise, prices fall and
firms may selectively delete capacity. So, all compet-
ing firms simultaneously balance two objectives: they
weigh their desire to capture market share through

Žassurance of supply by building and appropriately
.locating production capacity against their desire to

Žkeep capacity utilization high and unit production
.costs low by not building or even divesting produc-

tion capacity. Although in a monopoly a firm might
tune its production capacity to track demand cycles
optimally, such coordination cannot occur naturally
in an oligopoly when firms make decisions indepen-
dently.

Fig. 1 illustrates the results of this capacity com-
petition in the iron and steel industry, showing clear
and persistent cycles in capacity utilization over the
past several decades in the US, varying from 40% to

110%! Are these just natural business cycles that
promote a healthy marketplace? We think not:
‘‘ . . . the structure of an industry may be so dysfunc-
tional to the results of competition that collective
action is appropriate to fix it. In such an instance the
workings of the market produce neither efficiency

Ž .nor profit’’ Bower, 1986, p. 14 . And customers,
who see widely varying levels of supply assurance
and prices, report lower satisfaction and change sup-
pliers more frequently than they would like to.

To find out what causes these cycles, we first
conducted 23 exploratory personal interviews with
product, marketing and purchasing managers at five
firms in the chemicals, glass and fabricated materials
industries. Each open ended interview lasted about
an hour and addressed a number of issues, the most
important of which for us here are: What do you
think causes capacity cycles? How do you decide to
add or delete production capacity? What is the rela-
tionship between capacity decisions and other mar-
keting decisions?

A typical story that emerged from these inter-
views went something like this: ‘‘A capacity deci-
sion is a long-run planning decision based on cost
and demand projections. Prices can be changed quite
rapidly. In the short run, if we have excess capacity
Ž .and with our very low marginal production costs
we respond by increasing our discounts from list

Ž .price temporarily lowering price . As we move to-
ward full capacity utilization, our marginal produc-
tion costs increase, our discounts decline or disap-
pear and list prices may even increase. We increase

Žcapacity to retain old customers assuring them of
.our ability to meet their needs and to try to capture

new customers.’’
More formal content analysis of these interviews

paints the following picture.

Fig. 1. Capacity utilization for iron and steel, 1967–1995.
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Ž .1 Total industry demand depends on general eco-
Ž .nomic conditions and possibly product price.

Price affects demand in the short run if there are
immediate substitutes and in the long run through
production process modifications.

Ž . Ž2 Total industry capacity changes reflecting indi-
vidual firms’ capacity additionrdeletion deci-

.sions are driven by capacity utilization and cur-
rent or projected profitability.

Ž .3 Price changes are closely linked to industry ca-
pacity utilization.

Ž .4 Production cost is determined by plant size, tech-
nology, and level of capacity utilization.

Ž .5 Market share is determined by the firm’s com-
petitive strength in production and marketing
Ž .closely linked to capacity share , and the carry-

Žover effect of its current market position driven
.by long-term buyer–seller relationships .

Ž .6 Capacity addition and deletion decisions are
driven by profit margin, growth rate of market
demand, and the firm’s strategic objectives.

These observations are generally consistent with
Ž . Ž .those of Lieberman 1989 , except for 6 , where we

include profit margin and the firm’s strategic objec-
tives.

3. Exploratory empirical modeling

3.1. Data needed

To model these phenomena, one needs data for at
least six types of analyses. For some of these analy-
ses we had to rely on data supplied to us by compa-
nies in the industry.
Ž .1 Market demand analyses. We found all neces-

sary data publicly available, although we do not
know what forecasts the companies actually used.

Ž .2 Pricing analysis. Industry newsletters and price
sheets only give posted prices. Discounts from

Ž .posted price known by industry insiders can
commonly be 40% or more, so we had to rely on
company-supplied data.

Ž .3 Cost analyses. In the chemicals and other pro-
cess-manufacturing industries, relative cost in-
formation is often available as ‘general engineer-
ing knowledge’. Knowledge of the type of
equipment used and the capacity utilization of

the facility allows for reasonable estimates of
relative costs.

Ž .4 Market share analyses. Most of the industries of
the type we are concerned with here sell direct to
customers. Therefore, market share data are only
available as estimates by ‘industry experts’, or
through proprietary studies by members of the
industry.

Ž .5 Capacity additions and deletions. Such additions
and deletions are generally public knowledge as
firms must apply for building permits and the
like well in advance of adding such capacity.

Ž .6 Company strategies. Such strategies are nor-
mally proprietary information. For example, one
firm in the titanium dioxide industry, NL Indus-
tries, had a long-term plan to leave the industry,
which could not have been known by its com-
petitors ex ante.

We applied these ideas to two industries, titanium
Ž .dioxide and zircon disguised name , although we

Žreport only the titanium dioxide analysis here. Zircon
.results are very similar. In the next subsections we

review the results of those analyses, particularly
those that are specific to capacity decisions.

3.2. Titanium dioxide case background and data

Ž .Titanium dioxide TiO is a commodity chemical2

used as a whitening and opacifying agent for paint,
paper, plastics, rubber, and other products. It has no
significant rivals in its principal uses. Customers of

ŽTiO are concentrated in the coatings paint, varnish,2
.and lacquer , paper and paperboard, and plastics

industries. Buying firms in those industries typically
purchase from multiple sellers for security of supply,
with technical qualifications, assurance of supply and
good service being keys in the buying decision.

Annual domestic consumption of TiO has grown2

in the long run, with a downward shift of the growth
rate over 1974–75, the oil-shock period. As an ingre-
dient product with no close substitutes, total TiO2

demand is sensitive to the output of its consuming
industries, reflected through relationships between its
sales and measures of general economic conditions.
For the same reason, TiO shows low short-term2

price–demand elasticities, although long-term shifts
might occur in reaction to TiO price trends. The2

price of TiO has been set primarily by the lowest2
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cost producer. The nominal list price of TiO has2

increased over the last three decades but its real price
has declined, mainly due to production cost reduc-
tions.

In 1979, the United States Federal Trade Com-
Ž . Ž .mission FTC documents Docket 9108, 1979

charged E.I. DuPont de Nemours with an ‘unfair
method of competition’ in an attempt to dominate

Žthe titanium pigment market in the U.S. Federal
. ŽTrade Commission, 1979 . Because of this case won

.by DuPont , a rich set of data on price margins,
costs, market shares, etc. are available through the
FTC discovery process. A Harvard Business School
Ž .1986 case focused on capacity decisions and the
marketing strategy of the market leader in the TiO2

Ž .industry. Ghemawat 1984 also analyzed these deci-
sions in a more limited framework than the one we
apply here.

We supplemented the data in FTC documents,
which covers the history of TiO industry up to2

1977, with information from the Chemical Economic
Handbook, published by the Stanford Research Insti-
tute and from industry periodicals including Chemi-
cal Week and Chemical Purchasing. For more de-
tails on the industry, the data sources, variable defi-
nitions and analysis background, see Dearden et al.
Ž .1997 .

3.3. Empirical analysis

Our goal in this section is to demonstrate that we
Žcan both explain and predict capacity decisions and

.the related utilization cycles with the ideas and data
that emerged from our industry interviews. Our mod-
els are simple and exploratory, as we have neither

Ž .extensive theory beyond our firm-interviews to
guide us nor extensive data sets to support a complex
modeling exercise. Using the principle of parsimony,
our simple regression models are either linear or
log-linear forms, model forms most suitable in such
restrictive circumstances.

We estimated aggregate market and firm-level
capacity models using annual data; for details on the
price, industry demand, cost and market share mod-

Ž .els, see Dearden et al. 1997 . The results of those
models can be summarized as:
Ž .1 Industry demand is driven by market price, gen-

eral economic conditions and specific economic
Ž .shocks oil crisis, for example .

Ž .2 Market price is driven by capacity utilization
Ž .demand and capacity and specific economic
shocks.

Ž .3 Manufacturing costs are driven by production
Ž .technology and capacity economies of scale .

Ž . Ž .4 Market share is closely linked to lagged capac-
ity share.

The above models are either linear or log-linear in
form and the resulting R2 ’s range from 0.68 to 0.86.

3.3.1. Capacity utilization cycles at the industry leÕel
Fig. 2 provides a graphical analysis of TiO in-2

dustry data, suggesting that capacity utilization ap-
pears to fluctuate with a cycle length of 4–8 years.
Our regression model in Table 1 suggests that capac-
ity utilization appears less important than price in
explaining the changes of industry capacity, a result
that may be due to high multicollinearity between
price and capacity utilization. To recognize and
model the interactive nature of industry demand and
industry capacity with market price, we also devel-
oped a simultaneous estimation system for industry
demand and industry capacity using two stage least

Ž .squares Dearden et al., 1997 whose results are
generally consistent with those reported here.

3.3.2. Capacity additions and deletions at the firmr
plant leÕel

We pooled our data across time, plant and firm
and used dummy variables to assess firm-specific
effects. By such pooling, we implicitly assume that
capacity decision rules have been stable over time.

3.3.2.1. Capacity addition model. As the economics
of addition and deletion decisions vary by plant
location, the plant is the appropriate unit of analysis.
Table 2 reports discriminant analyses of capacity
additions by individual plants. We estimated two-way
ŽADDs1 for addition and ADDs0 for no addi-

.tion canonical discriminant functions for data for all
the plants and then for each respective subset of the
data, leaving out one plant for predictive validation

Ž .in a rotating manner not shown here . Based on the
results of our interviews and preliminary correlation
analysis, we selected the following variables as po-
tential discriminators: four industry-leÕel variables

Žincluding capacity utilization both one-year and
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Fig. 2. Cyclicality of industry capacity utilization.

Ž . Ž ..two-year lags, IUTIL 1 and IUTIL 2 , market price
Ž Ž ..in real terms one-year lag, PRICE 1 , total capacity

Žchange during the previous and current years
Ž Ž ..CAPCHG 0,1 ; two plant-leÕel variables includ-

Ž Ž ..ing, manufacturing cost one-year lag, COST 1 and
Ž Ž ..market share one-year lag, SHARE 1 ; and dummy

Ž .firm indicators FIRM-B, FIRM-C, and FIRM-D .
The model also included a dummy variable, OILDM,
to represent the structural changes around the 1974–
1975 World Oil Crisis.

The standardized canonical discriminant function
coefficients suggest that a plant’s decision for capac-

Ž .ity addition is sensitive or responsive to other

Ž .firms’ capacity additions CAPCHG , to its compara-
Ž . Ž .tive production cost dis advantage COST and to

Ž .its market share position SHARE , although the
relative importance of these variables vary. Market

Ž .price PRICE is not very important, reflecting the
existence of a price leader. Industry’s capacity uti-

Ž .lization IUTIL is important, but somewhat less
significant than other variables, perhaps due to its
correlation with CAPCHG. Relatively large FIRM-B
and FIRM-C behave somewhat differently from the

Ž . Ž .market leader FIRM-A , while relatively small
FIRM-D’s capacity decisions usually go along with
the market leader’s decision. In addition, following

Table 1
Ž .aRegression analysis of TiO industry capacity ICAP2

bExplanatory variables Model fit Number of
2Ž . Ž .R observations NConstant IUTIL PRICE OILDM

) ) ) ) ) ) )906.67 261.44 y22.60 90.29 0.856 20
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .6.08 2.38 y3.94 3.54

a Dependent variable: ICAPs Industry capacity.
b Ž .IUTILs Industry capacity utilization; PRICEsMarket price of the product real, deflated with industrial producer’s price index ;
OILDMsDummy variable for the World Oil Crisis, i.e., OILDMs0, if year (1974, 1, if year 01975.
Ž . includes t-statistic for each estimate.
) indicates that the estimate is significant at 0.05 level.
) ) indicates that the estimate is significant at 0.01 level.
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the World Oil Crisis, firms became less aggressive in
adding capacity.

Ž .Our linear discriminant models performed sur-
Žprisingly well and quite a bit better than with a logit

. Ž .specification . We correctly classify 83% 81% of
Ž . Žthe capacity addition no-addition cases retrospec-

. Žtively by the discriminant function estimated from
.the all-plants data , while we are able to predict 67%

to 83% of individual plant cases correctly as capacity

Table 2
Discriminant analysisa of capacity addition and deletion

Capacity Capacity
addition deletion

Standardized canonical discriminant function coefficients
Ž .IUTIL t 0.230 y0.475
Ž .IUTIL ty1 0.009 y0.483
Ž .PRICE t 0.645 y0.532

Ž .CAPCHG ty1,t 0.573 0.262
Ž .COST t 0.766 0.579
Ž .SHARE t 0.540 0.577

OILDM 0.737 0.028
Ž .Firm-B Plant 2 0.347 y0.039
Ž .Firm-C Plant 3 0.223 0.687
Ž .Firm-D Plants 4, 5, 6 y0.091 y0.144

Unstandardized canonical discriminant function coefficients
Ž .IUTIL t 2.811 y5.783
Ž .IUTIL ty1 0.123 y6.306
Ž .PRICE t 0.543 y0.425

Ž .CAPCHG ty1,t 0.008 0.004
Ž .COST t 0.225 0.169
Ž .SHARE t 3.791 4.116

OILDM 1.745 0.065
Ž .Firm-B Plant 2 0.921 y0.105
Ž .Firm-C Plant 3 0.607 2.109
Ž .Firm-D Plants 4, 5, 6 y0.243 y0.386

Ž .Constant y21.412 15.165

Canonical discriminant functions estimated at group means
( )Group centroids
No Change of Capacity 0.485 1.893
Change of Capacity y0.970 y0.270

Statistics for testing equality of the discriminant function means
Canonical correlation 0.571 0.587
Wilks’ lambda 0.674 0.655
Chi-square 25.64 27.50

Ž .Sig Chi-square 0.004 0.002

)

a of cases correctly classifiedra of cases used for estimation
Ž . Ž .No change of capacity 39r48 81.3% 56r63 88.9%
Ž . Ž .Change of capacity 20r24 83.3% 7r9 77.8%

Žaddition or no addition calculated from the hold-out
.sample . The same measures of model fit and predic-

Ž .tion for zircon data not shown here are 83% to
91% in retrospective classification and 79% to 82%
in predictive classification.

3.3.2.2. Capacity deletion model. We built similar
capacity deletion models, also shown in Table 2, and
found that capacity deletion decisions can mainly be

Ž .explained by the firm’s comparative cost dis ad-
vantage, market share position at each plant, the
product’s market price and industry capacity utiliza-
tion at the industry level. These models also per-
formed well, classifying 89% of deletion and 78% of
no-deletion cases correctly.

3.4. Predicting cycles

The capacity trends we described in Section 3.3.1.
essentially aggregate the behavior of individual firm
actions in Section 3.3.2. But understanding capacity
utilization requires that we blend these seller actions
Ž .building capacity with the actions of the buyers
Ž .market demand . Our goal in this subsection is to
show that even very simple models using ONLY the

Žvariables that are in the public domain gross capac-
ity decisions and changes in industrial production

. Žindices can help predict the onset of a cycle. While
we build relatively simple regression models, note
that the variables in those models include capacity
and capacity utilization which, in turn, include key

Notes to Table 2:
a Ž . Ž Ž . .Grouping variable: ADD j t s1 DEL j t s1 , if plant j added
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .deleted its capacity during year t, and ADD j t s0 DEL j t s
.0 , if it did not, where js1, . . . ,6.

Ž . Ž .Predictor variables: IUTIL t or IUTIL ty1 s industry’s overall
Ž . Ž .capacity utilization % in year t or ty1, PRICE t smarket

Ž .price in real terms in year t, CAPCHG ty1,t s industry’s ca-
Ž .pacity change during years ty1 and t, COST t s individual
Ž .plant’s manufacturing cost in year t, SHARE t s individual

plant’s market share in year t, OILDMsdummy variable repre-
senting the structural shift around the 1974–75 World Oil Crisis,
and FIRM-isdummy firm indicators, isB, C, and D in compar-
ison with A.
) Ž . Ž .Predictive validity results are 83% 67% for add don’t add
decisions; we had insufficient data to do this analysis for deletion
decisions.
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drivers such as price, changes in price and macroeco-
.nomic indicators, e.g., prerpost World Oil Crisis.

Our reference point or benchmark will be time series
models. We apply this analysis to data on TiO from2

1984–1993, a period for which we do not have
access to the FTC related detailed data that we used
for our analyses in Section 3.3.

Table 3 presents predictions of Aggregate De-
mand, Capacity, and Capacity Utilization in the TiO2

industry for that period. The predictions are based on
a year-by-year estimation of relevant nested linear

regression and time series models on a data base
updated for each year; e.g., the 1984 prediction was
based on 1964–1983 data, 1985 was on 1964–1984
data, 1986 was on 1964–1985 data, etc. We use a
cubic form for the time series models to permit
flexibility in capturing both trends and cycles.

( )3.4.1. Industry demand D
We estimated regression-based demand, D , us-reg

Žing a regression model as per our earlier discussion

Table 3
Predictions of industry demand, capacity, and capacity utilization) )

Ž . Ž . Ž .Year Demand D Capacity C Capacity Utilization U
)D D D C C C U U U Uact reg ts act reg ts act reg ts ts

1964 475 529 89.8
1965 505 573 88.1
1966 526 599 87.8
1967 514 625 82.2
1968 559 634 88.2
1969 581 635 91.5
1970 576 674 85.3
1971 603 690 87.4
1972 660 682 96.8
1973 710 705 100.7
1974 617 756 81.6
1975 549 788 69.7
1976 634 864 73.4
1977 625 838 74.6
1978 636 787 80.8
1979 673 771 87.3
1980 660 783 84.3
1981 691 785 88.0
1982 598 791 75.6
1983 690 796 86.7
1984 757 808 676 789 812 752 95.9 99.5 89.9 89.2
1985 783 798 749 827 814 751 94.7 98.0 99.7 98.5
1986 844 798 808 855 853 780 98.7 93.6 103.6 102.7
1987 879 856 882 864 886 818 101.7 96.6 107.8 107.3
1988 927 880 945 914 895 848 101.4 98.3 111.4 111.4
1989 1007 903 1008 965 948 898 104.4 95.3 112.2 113.1
1990 979 924 1090 1026 1005 1091 95.4 91.9 99.9 115.1
1991 992 918 1117 1199 1056 1035 82.7 86.9 107.9 110.4
1992 1137 948 1133 1329 1212 1180 85.6 78.2 96.0 99.2
1993 1162 1011 1215 1330 1353 1344 87.4 74.7 90.4 92.7

MSE 8552 4012 3694 7725 41.4 105.6 165.1

D , C , and U are actuals, D and C are regression-based predictions, U sD rC , U sD rC , U ) sdirect time seriesact act act reg reg reg reg reg ts ts ts ts

forecast, and D , C and U are time series-based predictions. MSE are Mean Squared Errors of prediction values computed against actualts ts ts

values.
) ) The causal model both predicts better and picks up the beginning of the cycles better than a time series model does.
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about posted prices not reflecting real transaction
.prices, we eliminate that variable in this model :

D t sa qa IPRI t qa OILDUM, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .reg 1 2 3

where:

IPRIs industrial production index 1987s100 ,Ž .
OILDUMs1, if year, t , is 1974y1983,

OILDUMs0, otherwise,
a , a , and a are regression coefficients.1 2 3

We estimated the time series-based demand, D ,ts

using a cubic time series model:

D t sa qa Tqa T 2 qa T 3 , 2Ž . Ž .ts 1 2 3 4

where:

Ts t year y1963.Ž .
A comparison of predictive performance between

the two models in Table 3 shows that the time series
model was better than the regression model using the

Žcriterion of predicted Mean Square Error MSEs
.4012 vs. MSEs8552, more than halving MSE for

1984–1993.

( )3.4.2. Industry capacity C
We estimated regression-based capacity, C , us-reg

ing a definitional equation:

C t sC ty1 qcC t , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .reg act reg

where:

C sactual industry capacity,act

cC s incremental change in industry capacity;reg

and a regression model:

cC t sa qa UTIL ty1 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .reg 1 2

where:

UTILs actual capacity utilization.Ž .
ŽWe eliminate price from this model for the same

.reason as in the demand model.
Again we estimated a time series-based industry

capacity, C , using a cubic time series model:ts

C t sa qa Tqa T 2 qa T 3. 5Ž . Ž .ts 1 2 3 4

A comparison of predictive performance between
the two models in Table 3 shows that here, unlike for
demand, the regression model is considerably supe-

rior to the time series model in terms of predicted
ŽMean Square Error 3694 vs. 7725, with the regres-

sion model here more than halving the MSE of the
.time series model .

( )3.4.3. Industry capacity utilization U
We calculate regression-based capacity utilization

from regression-based Demand and Capacity as:

U t sD t rC t ; 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .reg reg reg

while we similarly calculate time series-based capac-
ity utilization, U , from time series-based Demandts

and Capacity as:

U t sD t rC t . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ts ts ts

ŽAs a third benchmark, we estimated another time
. )series prediction, U , directly from historical ca-ts

pacity utilization data, using a cubic time series
model:

U ) t sa qa Tqa T 2 qa T 3. 8Ž . Ž .ts 1 2 3 4

A comparison of the predictive performance be-
tween these three models in Table 3 shows that the
regression model was far better than either of the
two time series models in terms of predicted Mean

Ž .Square Error MSE vs. the actual values for 1984–
Ž .1993 i.e., 41.4 vs. 105.6 and 165.1 respectively . In

addition, and more importantly, the regression model
picks up the beginning of the decline in capacity
utilization in 1990 while both the time series models
project increasing capacity utilization for two addi-
tional years. In sum, our basic model structure, even

Žat the aggregate level and only including publicly
.available data appears to pick up the cycle phe-

nomenon, and does so much better than a time series
benchmark.

3.5. Summary of empirical analysis

Our findings, which generally support the insights
from our executive interviews, are that over-capacity
and under-capacity cycles are likely to occur because
firms, acting on demand forecasts, current prices,
their current capacity and their manufacturing costs,

Ž .simultaneously add perhaps too much capacity in
Ž .good times, and delete perhaps too much capacity

in poor times.
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The empirical models fit and predict aggregate
industry dynamics and individual firm decisions well.
The sensitivity of a firm’s capacity addition and
deletion decisions to other firms’ capacity changes
and industry capacity utilization across the models
Ž .Table 2 suggests simultaneous, competitive firm
behavior. But what are the goals of the firms in these
markets? Do they or can they anticipate the actions

Žof their competitors? How do their beliefs and the
.possible errors in those beliefs about the evolution

of demand affect their actions? Our empirical models
do not include the structure, nor do we have the data,
to address these questions, raised in our qualitative
interviews. Hence, we develop some theoretical
models to address these other issues.

4. Why do these cycles occur? An economicrrrrr
theoretical perspective

Thus far we have seen that capacity cycles appear
to occur and our empirical results suggest some
predictors. In this section we look to economic the-
ory for additional insight. We must consider the

Žinteraction of marketing interests sufficient capacity
to guarantee supply assurance and to capture new

. Žcustomers and financialrproduction interests limit-
ing production to keep prices high and average pro-

.duction costs low in this process. We first review
some related literature. Then we model a duopolistic,
homogenous product industry and examine three
possible explanations—strategic preemption, the co-

Ž .ordination problem, and the winner’s and loser’s
curse—for suboptimal industry capacity decisions.

4.1. Theoretical background

Ž .Shepherd 1979 , recognizing that coordination
ameliorates cycles, indicates that cycles are reduced

Ž . Ž .when a there is a dominant firm, b costs are
Ž . Ž .similar, c fixed costs are low, d demand is stable

Ž . Ž .or more easily forecast , and e uncertainty is lower
amongst sellers, i.e., more information based on
independent forecasts is shared. But what happens
when the conditions that Shephard identifies are not
satisfied? We investigate those conditions in our
models.

4.1.1. Strategic preemption
The literature on oligopoly theory related to our

research has primarily considered strategic preemp-
Žtion in capacity expansion decisions Friedman, 1983,

Chapter 7; Gilbert, 1986; Fudenberg and Tirole,
.1986 . The central theme in this literature is that if

Žinvestment is irreversible i.e., costly to change re-
.cent additions or deletions , then the first-mover adds

excess capacity to prevent the other firm from either
entering the industry or from adding additional ca-
pacity. This strategic preemption increases the first-
mover’s profit but lowers overall industry profit
through this excess industry capacity.

In the absence of ‘natural’ market leaders, the
presence of dominant firms cannot be assumed but
must be endogenous to the analysis. The Reinganum
Ž . Ž .1981a,b , Gilbert and Harris 1984 , Harris and

Ž . Ž .Vickers 1985 , and Fudenberg and Tirole 1985
analyses do this, examining preemption games in
which firms simultaneously decide at each point in
time whether to build a new plant. The capacity
decision in these models is lumpy and the market is
big enough to support only one such addition. One

Ž .interesting result of these full information models
is that in equilibrium, firms may each add capacity
resulting in over-capacity with positive probability.

4.1.2. Coordination problems
With simultaneous moves, lumpy capacity, and a

market big enough to support only one additional
unit of capacity, firms face a coordination problem:
to maximize joint profit, only one firm should add
capacity. However, with simultaneous decisions, if
both firms add capacity with positive probability,
there is positive probability of over-capacity; and if
both firms do not add capacity with positive proba-
bility, there is positive probability of under-capacity.

Ž .Gal-Or 1994 considers product differentiation in a
capacity addition game and demonstrates that the

Žcompetition for customers in particular, the cus-
tomers without a strong preference for one firm’s

.product induces investment in excess capacity.

4.1.3. Imperfect forecasts and the winner’sr loser’s
curse

Suppose the firms’ true needs for capacity changes
are positively correlated, as for example, when an
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increase in market demand benefits all firms. In the
Ž .extreme case the firms have the same true value V ,

that is a common value, for adding capacity. How-
ever, when the capacity decision is made, the firms
are uncertain about the true future needs for capacity
changes and have access to different forecast infor-
mation. Hence, the firms have imprecise demand
forecasts and the forecasts may be different. The
firms with higher forecasts add capacity. This is
known as the winner’s curse. Analogously, a firm
will add capacity too infrequently when its forecast

Žis too low, what we call the loser’s curse. See
Milgrom, 1985, 1989, for more on the winner’s

.curse. The possibility of a winner’s curse may cause
suboptimal waiting; firms wait to see what other
firms are going to do before they are willing to make
a commitment to a capacity investment decision
Ž .Gale, 1996 .

Thus, the literature suggests that there are at least
three possible explanations for the types of capacity
cycles we explore here. We formalize our thinking
here with some simple models, below.

4.2. Modeling capacity decisions 1

To illustrate how easy it is for a market to induce
the winner’srloser’s curse, preemption and coordi-
nation problems, we sketch out some simple, game-
theoretic models that are stylized representations of
our empirical models. Our empirical models showed
that individual firm capacity decisions are mainly

Ždriven by prices, costs, capacity utilization at the
.industry level and recent capacity changes in the

industry. Suppose we use a single indicator of mar-
ket conditions, r, to represent the market conditions

Žfor a specific firm. Thus a high value of r good
.market conditions would occur when prices for the

firm were high, costs were low, capacity utilization
were high and when the industry was adding capac-
ity: thus r for a particular firm is like a conditional
profit forecast—if a firm were to know r and also
know what competitors were doing, it would know
its profit. What drives our analysis is the fact that a
firm’s profit depends not only on what it knows

1 Verification of the equilibria is available from the authors.

about its market and its customers, but also depends
on what competitors know and how they behave as
well.

To keep our analysis as simple as possible, we
Žconsider two firms only, two levels of capacity high

.or low and two periods of competition, where firms
must decide whether or not to add capacity. Firms
each have a forecast r of market conditions.

Ž . 0Firm i is1,2 begins with capacity Q gi
� 4Q ,Q , where Q )Q . We look at a two-periodi i i i

model to account for the dynamics of possible cy-
cles.

1 � 4In period 1, firm i chooses Q g Q ,Q . In ouri i i
Žmodel, investment may be either reversible capacity

.deletions followed by additions or vice versa or
Žirreversible where we consider either capacity addi-

. Žtions or deletions only . In period 2 when firms
.observe each others’ actions , if investment is irre-

versible and if capacity is changed in period 1, then
it cannot be further changed.

After period 2, the firms see their profits, which
are functions of their capacities and of true market
conditions. When making capacity decisions, both
firms may be uncertain about future market condi-
tions and at the onset, each firm receives a forecast
of future market conditions. We let P denote the set
of possible market conditions, and r gP denote ai

specific market condition for firm i. For each capac-
Ž .ity pair Q ,Q , firm i’s profit is a probabilityi j

Ž .distribution on P of possible profit, p Q ,Q ;r .i i j i

In the several cases we consider, we look at
whether the true market values, r and r , are1 2

Žcorrelated or independent. We consider two extreme
Ž . Ž .scenarios: 1 r and r are independent; and 21 2

.rsr sr are common values . Those forecasts1 2
Ž .can either be perfect have no error or include some

error. And if these forecasts do have errors, those
Žerrors can be correlated for example, when firms

.hire the same market research firm or independent
Ž .when they do their forecasting internally . Finally,
the firms can either have identical profit functions or

Ž . Ždifferent privately known profit functions. The
former is known as a common values case; the latter

.a private values case .
To illustrate the several possible drivers for cy-

cles, we consider four cases. In Case 1 it is profitable
for only one firm to add capacity and both firms
have incentives to add capacity. In this case we
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assume true market values are independent and each
firm knows its profit function but is uncertain about
the other firm’s profit from adding capacity. That is,
in period 0, firm i learns r , but is uncertain abouti

r . Case 2 is similar to Case 1 in that the true marketj

values and the forecasts are independent. However,
in Case 2, at the onset of Stage 1, there is excess
capacity. Joint industry profit is maximized if one
unit of capacity is deleted. In this case, firms try to
be the only firm that does not delete capacity. Cases
3 and 4 consider common market values, where both
firms have identical profit functions and know that
fact. In Case 3 we assume that each firm makes a

Ž .forecast of market conditions with some error and
those forecasts are independent. Case 4 is like case
3, but here we assume the forecasts are correlated.
ŽWe describe Case 1 fully here; for details on the

.analysis of the other cases see Dearden et al., 1997.

4.2.1. Case 1. Independent Õalues
Firms consider adding capacity. Hence, prior to

the game, Q0 sQ . Investment is irreversible, eachi i

firm’s forecast of the value of added capacity is
perfect, and that forecast is private information.
Therefore, each firm knows its own payoffs, but is
uncertain about its competitor’s value of adding ca-

w xpacity. The forecast r is distributed on y1,q1i
Ž . Žaccording to the distribution function G r s r qi i

.1 r2. The payoffs from the various outcomes are:

p Q ,Q s1qr ,ž /i i j i

p Q ,Q s8qr ,ž /i i ij

p Q ,Q s4,ž /i i j

p Q ,Q s5Ž .i i j

for is1, 2. This payoff structure, and those in the
following examples, reflect the fact that a firm loses
customers when it has too little capacity.

We examine perfect Bayesian equilibria, where
the profile of strategies and beliefs is such that, at
any stage of the game, strategies are optimal given
beliefs, and the beliefs are obtained from the equilib-
rium strategies and observed actions using Bayes’
rule.

In the symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibrium,
Ž .firm i’s equilibrium strategy, s r , isi i

1°Q sQ , if Q 0y0.030;i i i

1 2~s Q s Q sQ and Q sQ , if y0.30)Q 0y0.443;Ž .i i i i i i i¢ 1 2Q sQ sQ , if y0.443)Q .i i i i

This strategy is sequentially rational, given firm j
Ž .j/ i employs an identical strategy and given firm

Ži’s probabilistic belief of r which is updated byj
.Bayes’ rule at the end of stage . We depict the

equilibrium strategy profile and outcome in Fig. 3.
The joint profit, p qp , is maximized if the firm1 2

and only that firm with the greater value of adding
Ž .capacity i.e., the greater value of r actually adds

capacity. The efficient industry strategy profile is
depicted in Fig. 3 and the equilibrium strategy pro-
file and outcomes are depicted in Fig. 4.

By examination of Figs. 3 and 4, we see that the
Žequilibrium may result in either over-capacity if r1

. Žand r are large or under-capacity if r and r2 1 2
.are small compared to the capacity decision that

maximizes joint profit. Moreover, for preemptive
reasons, firms add capacity early—in period 1. If
capacity is added before a correctly anticipated de-
mand increase, then there is excess capacity before
demand actually increases.

4.2.2. Case 2. Independent Õalues and excess capac-
ity

In this case firms consider deleting capacity, and
0prior to the game, Q sQ . Like Case 1, investmenti i

Fig. 3. The Case 1 strategy that maximizes total industry profit.
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Fig. 4. The Case 1 strategy profile.

is irreversible, each firm’s forecast of the value of
Ždeleting capacity is perfect that is, there is no

.variance in the forecast , and that forecast is private
information. Each firm knows its own payoffs pre-
cisely, but is uncertain about the competitor’s value
of deleting capacity. Analysis of the equilibrium

Žstrategy in this case reveals over-capacity if r and1
. Žr are small or under-capacity if r and r are2 1 2

.large compared to the capacity decision that maxi-
mizes joint profit. However, unlike Case 1, firms
never delete capacity for preemptive reasons. Each
firm has an incentive to be the one firm that does not
delete capacity, and therefore does not delete capac-
ity in the first period.

4.2.3. Case 3. Common Õalues and independent fore-
casts

In this case the firms consider adding capacity.
Hence, prior to the game, Q0 sQ . Investment isi i

either reversible or irreversible. Also, there are two
�possible states of the market: Ps good market con-

4ditions, poor market conditions . The states are com-
Žmon to the firms i.e., r sr sr, although the1 2

firms receive independent forecasts of the likelihood
. Žof those states occurring . The identical, common

.value payoffs depend on the true state of the market,
r. There is a winner’s curse in this case. If firm i
receives the forecast that market conditions are good,

then it adds capacity in period 2. From our specifica-
tion of the probability distribution for this specific
case, both firms cannot make overly optimistic fore-
casts. Hence, firm i is the only firm that makes an
overly optimistic forecast and the only firm that adds
capacity. This is the winner’s curse.

Similarly, suppose firm i receives a forecast that
Žmarket conditions are bad. There is a probability 0.1

.in the specification that we used that firm j adds
capacity and firm i regrets its decision not to add
capacity. Firm i then suffers what we call a ‘loser’s
curse.’

4.2.4. Case 4. Common Õalues and joint forecasts
Case 4 is identical to Case 3 with one exception:

the firms receive only one forecast of market condi-
tions. In this case, in our specification, the probabil-
ity that both firms make an incorrect forecast and
regret their capacity decisions is 0.1. In Case 3,
however, the probability that both firms make incor-
rect forecasts and regret their decisions is 0!, i.e., in
Case 3, if a mistake is made, it is made by only one
firm. Thus, correlated forecasts increase the likeli-

(hood of all firms making the same mistake or
increase the likelihood of the winner’sr loser’s

)curse .
In these four cases, we examined strategic reasons

why firms either over-invest or under-invest in ca-
pacity and hence why we observe capacity cycles.
We identified two market problems in Case 1. When
there is room for only one firm to add capacity and
capacity decisions are made simultaneously, the firms
have a coordination problem. The lack of coordina-
tion may result in either excess or insufficient indus-
try capacity. Moreover, each firm has an incentive to
be the only firm to add capacity, and thus may
attempt to preempt the other firm and add capacity
early. This preemption results in excess capacity
prior to the improvement in market conditions. Case
2 also identifies a coordination problem when there
is room for only one firm to profitably delete capac-
ity. However, unlike Case 1, when firms are in a
deletion game, there is no strategic preemption.

Cases 3 and 4 examine the winner’s and loser’s
curse. In Case 3, when the true market values of
capacity are common between the firms, either firm
may be the one that makes an incorrect forecast,
makes an incorrect capacity decision, and then be the
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Table 4
Summary of theoretical results

Shocks to system Capacity decisions Cycles

A. Actual or forecasted 1. Simultaneous capacity 1. Coordination problem
demand change change decision causes perpetuates cycles.

coordination problem.

B. Cost structure change 2. Preemption. Capture 2. Preemption implies
forecasted demand increase persistent excess capacity.
before competitor does. Keep Preemption can also prompt
excess capacity to prevent coordination problem.
competitor from entering market
or adding capacity.

C. New technology 3. Change capacity based on 3. Incorrect forecast by
Žincorrect forecast winner’s multiple firms can prompt
.and loser’s curse . coordination problem.

ŽD. Competitive entryrchange 4. Wait and see Herd 4. Wait and see can result in
.in competitive strategy behavior . insufficient industry capacity,

sparking over expansion
followed by excess deletion.

These results show that there are a number of possible changes in the market that can affect capacity decision in ways that lead to under-
and over-capacity cycles.

single firm that is cursed by its decision. Case 4
Žshows that the use of a joint forecast for example,

.an industry association’s forecast may only com-
pound the curse: both firms make the same mistake.

Note that a cycle may be initiated by any of the
causes of over- or under-capacity. For example, pre-
emption or the winner’s curse may prompt a cycle,
but cycles may be perpetuated by a coordination
problem. When an industry has suboptimal capacity,
each firm then vies either to be the firm that in-

Žcreases capacity when there is insufficient industry
.capacity or to be the firm that does not delete
Ž .capacity when there is excess industry capacity .

The lack of coordination of the firms’ capacity deci-
Žsions compounds the capacity cycle Dearden et al.,

.1997 .
Table 4 summarizes what we have tried to

demonstrate with these models. While the key drivers
behind over-expansion and under-expansion differ—
market preemption and customer satisfaction goals
drive capacity expansion while financial concerns
may primarily drive deletion decisions—the result is
that there might be several causes of capacity cycles
and it is unlikely that market data alone will enable
us to identify the relative impact of these causes. Our
models in this section were designed to illustrate that

fact; more complicated analytic models will only
reinforce this observation.

5. Linking theory to observation

We have performed some exploratory empirical
analyses and developed some simple theoretical
models, all of which identify causes of capacity
cycles. How do these results compare? We have seen
that our empirical results provide substantial descrip-
tive and predictive support for the existence of ca-
pacity cycles; our game theoretic analyses suggest

Žsome reasons why. An understanding of the why or
.possible whys will allow us to speculate on how to

operate in such markets and to design mechanisms to
improve the operations of such markets. Hence, we
look for evidence of the phenomena identified in
Table 4 in the marketplace.

Consider Table 5, which looks at capacity addi-
tion and deletion decisions in the titanium dioxide
industry. That table suggests several behaviors that
are consistent with our models.

Observation 1. Individual firms’ simultaneous ca-
Žpacity additions and maintenance e.g., 1973–1974

.or 1982–1983 are all followed by their simultane-
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Table 5
Capacity additions and deletions)

) )Year Individual firm’s capacity Aggregate Capacity utilization
industryA B C D E F 1-year lag 2-year lag
capacity

1970 q q o q q q q H M
1971 o o o y o q q M H
1972 q o y q o q y M M
1973 q o y q o q q H M
1974 q q q o q o q H H
1975 o o o o q o q M H
1976 q o y o o o q L M
1977 o o y o q o y L L
1978 o o y o o o y L L
1979 q o o y o o y M L
1980 q o o o o o q M M
1981 y o y y q q q M M
1982 o q o q o q q M M
1983 o q q q q q q L M
1984 o o y o q o y M L
1985 o o o o o o q H M

IndiÕidual firm’s position
) ) )Ž .a Production cost L L H H M M

Ž . ) ) ) )b Market share H L H M M L

) q: addition, y: deletion, and o: no change.
) ) H: 90% or higher, M: 80–90%, and L: 80% or lower.
) ) ) H: relatively high, M: medium, and L: relatively low.
) ) ) ) H: relatively high, M: medium, and L: relatively low.
These results suggest coordination problems, lagged capacity driven cycles, preemption and non-deterministic actions.

Žous capacity deletions or maintenance e.g., 1976–
.1976 or 1984–1985 . This suggests a coordination

problem, an issue in all of our theoretical models
Ž .Cases 1 to 4 .

Ž .Observation 2. Cycles i.e., additions and deletions
of total industry capacity have occurred in parallel

Ž .with the cycles i.e., Highs and Lows of capacity
utilization with a typical lag of 1–2 years. In other
words, lagged capacity utilization seems to drive
cycles. But capacity utilization is common knowl-
edge in the industry and is a key variable in all of
our addition and deletion models. Assuming that

Žcapacity utilization signals demand or changes in
.demand then it serves as a joint forecast of future

demand, suggesting the winner’s and loser’s curse
situations as depicted in Case 4.

ŽObservation 3. Low and medium cost firms e.g., A
.or B have typically responded to industry fluctua-

tions by their capacity cycles of additions and main-

Ž .tenance, while high cost firms e.g., C and D have
responded to industry fluctuations by their capacity
cycles of additions, deletions and maintenance. This
observation is consistent with preemption behavior
Ž .Cases 1 and 2 .

To generate an additional observation we focus on
firms A and C, the ‘high’ market share firms who
mainly dictate the evolution of the market. If we
assume that A and C are playing fixed strategies,
then we would expect to see certain deterministic

Žpatterns of simultaneous moves dominate. Both add,
.both delete, A adds, C doesn’t, etc. If we code the

data as in Table 6 we have five possible ‘determinis-
tic strategy’ patterns relating A’s and C’s capacity
strategies. For a deterministic strategy to dominate,
we should expect one of these patterns to prevail.

The numbers in the Frequency of Occurrence
column show the frequency with which the noted
pattern occurs in Table 5. Not surprisingly, the Ay1
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Table 6

Case Action Frequency of
occurrence

1 Aq2sA adds, C deletes. 3

2 Aq1sA adds, C no change; or 6
A no change, C deletes.

3 A s A adds, C deletes; or 6
A no change, C no change; or
A deletes, C adds.

4 Ay1sA no change, C adds; or 1
A deletes, C no change.

5 Ay2sA deletes, C adds. 0

Žand Ay2 patterns were virtually nonexistent since
.A is the low cost firm . However, the high incidence

Ž .of all three of the other patterns 3, 6 and 6 suggest
capacity decisions that reflect probabilistic behavior,
or:

Observation 4. Probabilistic behavior seems to be
evident in the additionrdeletion strategies. Non-de-
terministic action, results from independent values
Ž .Cases 1 and 2 or from independent forecasts with

Ž .common values Case 4 .

Hence the titanium dioxide market exhibits symp-
toms of all of the problems we haÕe identified ear-

Žlier. We have found similar observations from our
.work with zircon as well.

So what is the marketer to do? As we have
mentioned, these cycles cause problems for both
buyers and sellers in these markets. Are these prob-
lems that firms simply must live with or are there
cures? We discuss this issue below.

6. Discussion and implications

In their attempts to capture and retain customers,
when there are positive changes in the marketplace
Ž .price or demand for example , marketers may be
driven to add capacity in ways that lead to over-

Žcapacity. Financial or other objectives such as the
.risk associated with increasing capacity may call for

decisions that result in under-capacity. Therefore, the

tension between marketing and other objectives may
prompt capacity cycles. Our practitioner interviews
helped provide insights into this tension and the
resulting capacity cycles. We fleshed out these cy-
cles in our empirical investigation of two industries
and the dynamics of the titanium dioxide industry
support our conceptual structure. The dynamics sug-
gest in fact that as long as there are some changes in
the marketplace, individual firm level decisions are
likely to lead to capacity cycles. For example, our
capacity addition model predicts an increase in ‘add’
probability if price goes up, capacity utilization goes
up or cost goes down, and vice versa for our capacity
deletion model. As this occurs for all firms, the
model predicts cycles with any sustained change in
market conditions. Our investigation of those mar-
kets also suggests that the cycles are predictable
Ž .using our regression models and that firm behav-
iors are consistent with the results of the theoretical
models. Our review of the literature suggests that
there may be a number of causes, and, indeed our
theoretical investigations suggest that those causes
are likely to emerge in even the simplest of competi-
tive markets. We identified three phenomena that
emerge as possible culprits: the winner’srloser’s
curse, preemption, and coordination.

These cycles are inefficient, whatever their causes,
disrupting buyers and sellers, and often leaving cus-
tomers with higher prices or shortages or delayed
supply of critical products. What can sellers do to

Ž . Ž .address these issues? Bower 1986 p. 221 sug-
gests: ‘‘ . . . it would be extremely helpful . . . if indus-
try associations were asked to produce long term
forecasts of supplyrdemand balance.’’ What Bower
suggests is that reducing uncertainty about the nature
of demand would help coordinate capacity planning
efforts. But our models show that this will increase

Ž .the likelihood of the winner’s curse. Wind 1997
suggests preemptive strategies removing strategic op-
tions from the plates of competitors, but gives no
compelling argument supporting the enforceability of
those strategies.

Are there alternatives? In Japan, MITI helps coor-
dinate the strategic plans of competitive companies.

ŽFirms give up some independence legally in Japan,
.at least in exchange for the benefits of coordination

or consensus building. The stabilizing effects of such
cartel-like coordination procedures reduce cyclical
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behavior but may do so at the cost of keeping
Žinefficient producers in the market Shaw and Shaw,

.1983 , and may be partially to blame for the eco-
nomic problems that several Asian nations are cur-
rently facing.

ŽWhile these problems cannot and perhaps should
.not be eradicated, can their effects be reduced? We

can do little about the independentrcommon values
problem in general: indeed, proprietary production
technology, a powerful competitive advantage in
some industries, will perpetuate independent values,
leading to preemption and coordination problems.
However, market research focusing on competitiÕe

(intelligence ‘‘Know your competitor as well as your
)customer’’ can help firms moÕe toward common

Õalues, reducing that cause of cycles.
Note that under conditions of market demand

uncertainty, independent forecasts lessen the
winner’srloser’s curse problem and may reduce the
preemption problem as well. Firms who have down-
sized their forecasting departments, and have out-

Žsourced this function to the same, ‘common,’ out-
.side forecaster? should rethink that decision. Hence,

increasing use of internal or independent data for
market forecasting should reduce the preemption
( )and cycling problem.

While the winner’s curse and preemption may
initiate a capacity cycle, coordination problems can
perpetuate the cycle. If firms were able to credibly
commit to capacity plans, could cycles be reduced?
Prior to changing capacity, manufacturers often make
public announcements of their plans. Those an-
nouncements could serve as signals to competitors,
that some firms are planning to add capacity so

Ž .competitors should not Heil et al., 1997 . With these
announcements, the coordination problem could be
reduced. The difficulty is that talk is cheap, a firm’s

Žannounced plans can often easily be changed at
.least until plant construction begins and those plans

may indeed change based on announcements of other
Žfirms. In the new product development area, Robert-

son et al., 1995, report that early new product an-
nouncements result in adverse competitive reactions
more than half the time and advise against such

.action. Note also, that an announcement does not
involve a credible commitment and without such
credible commitment, competitors can ignore the

Ž .announcements Dixit and Shapiro, 1986 .

In the absence of the possibility of formal coordi-
nation in many countries, firms need to adopt other
strategies. This paper serves as further support for
the risks of operating in such markets: over-capac-
ityrunder-capacity cycles are almost destined to oc-
cur. Flexible manufacturing systems, sharing or real-
locating production capacity with other, counter-

Ž .cyclical or uncorrelated, at least products can help,
Ž .though Breshnahan and Ramey, 1993 .

Marketers can take advantage of these situations.
Our empirical analysis can be replicated in a particu-
lar marketer’s industry, resulting in better forecasts
and plans. Better industry and competitive intelli-
gence is likely to pay large dividends for firms
operating in such markets, who can sign long-term
supply contracts with customers during the onset of
under-capacity, or by strategically timing capacity
additions and deletions based on this superior intelli-
gence. And better knowledge of the likely behavior
of competitors in such markets will allow both buy-
ers and sellers to employ hedging strategies to ac-
commodate the more predictable demand and price
cycles.

Our models, analyses and the above speculations
have been exploratory. And because of the propri-
etary nature of some of the data needed for these
analyses, the cooperation of industry actors may be
necessary to replicate and expand the empirical work

Žwe report here. This need for cooperation simply
makes the research problem harder, but does not

.diminish its importance.
We have investigated only a few theoretical cases

here and one can envision other causes of the capac-
ity cycle phenomenon. We do not believe that this
phenomenon has a single cause or set of causes;
rather we believe that it would be valuable, in future
research, to see how general the phenomenon is and
to generate and develop a taxonomy of causes and
possible cures. It would also be valuable to perform
simulations and laboratory experiments to determine
experimentally if and when these phenomena are
most likely to occur, the next phase of our research
program.

We hope that we have shed some light on some of
the possible causes of this phenomenon, and what
marketers can do to prepare for and manage in such
environments, and that further work will help deepen
that understanding.
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